
paper: 1) NGOs and 2) complex humanitarian emergencies. While there are many variations of
what constitutes an NGO, they are largely "...privately organised and privately financed agencies,
formed to perform some philanthropie or other worthwhiie task in response to a need that the
organisers think is flot adequately addressed by public, governmnentai or United Nations efforts."
(Anderson 1996, 344). Some NGOs rely on funding fromn national govemnments but ail NGOs
receive private contributions or are founded with private funds. The NGOs that wiiI be
considered herein are non-profit and are private in formn but public in purpose. While many
NGOs act within their own borders (dornestic NGOs), many have defined their mission as
working with people in other countries as an alternative or adjunct to officiai foreign aid (1 996,
344). As Andrew Natsios suggests,

NGOs, in a very tangible sense, have bec,)me the foot soldiers in
the war against hunger and disease in- compiex humanitarian
emiergencies. NGO workers are the ones who manage the heaith
clinics, the emergency child feeding cent 'res, and the truck convoys
that deliver food that sustains people in crisis. Although other
instruments that form the structure of the response systen - the
UN, ICRC and the military - perform some of the saine tasks
theraselves, the great bulk of the relief work cornes ftrm NGOs
(1997b, 56).

Given the increased recognition that action ini the sphere of international assistance is
likely to have repercussions in the recipient society that go far beyond those foreseen and
intended, it is necessary to understand the relationship between NGO involvement and the
changing nature of conflicts themselves. This brings us to the second terni, complex
humanitarian emergencies.

The nature of war has changed significantly since the end of the Cold War. Post-Cold
War confliets have been characterised as being complex humanitarian emergencies that are
usually intrastate as opposed to interstate and are comp. .nded by several elements which include
ethnie and religious conflict, terrorism, economic disarray, mnternally displaced people, organised
crime and state collapse. Natsios outtines five principle characteristics that capture the nature of

is rooted i traditionai ethnie, tribal,
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